
Visual Democracy - Alannah 

In a week, the attention merited to Pakistan and the U.S. has flared up to thrice the amount in Indian 

news. 

The word clouds on the previous page were created with an online application called Wordle using 

text from the front pages of the newspaper ‘The Hindu’; the first from the 26th November issue (the 

morning of the Mumbai massacre) and the second from that of the 3rd December (one week later). 

Wordle is one of the many visualization applications available online at 

manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/. It was created by musician, computer programmer, and 

IBM employee Jonathan Feinberg. It was first launched on an independent site (www.wordle.net/), 

also created by Jonathan Feinberg, before its debut in ‘Many Eyes’ on the 5th of August, this year. It is 

a toy used for generating ‘word clouds’ from text that you provide. The greater the frequency of a 

word in the source text, the greater the prominence it is given in the cloud. The clouds can be tweaked 

using different fonts, layouts, and colour schemes, and the resulting images are yours to print, save in 

the gallery to share, or to use however you like. The strength of the visualizations is that they make a 

statement without one having to say much. 

Many Eyes is created by visualization researchers, Mark Wattenberg and Fernanda Viégas under the 

Visual Communication Lab, at IBM in 2007. At this website, users can share data and create and 

discuss visualizations. Apart from having created an innovative arena for data sharing and analysis, 

IBM is researching and making available unconventional visualization possibilities such as 

comparative word clouds and network diagrams. As of now Many Eyes is an investment with no clear 

business outcome - the data sets and visualization applications are available free of cost. It is an 

indicator that co-creation can play a far more critical role than mere recreational social networking. 

Jonathan Feinberg says “You may take a Wordle, put it on your book cover, your t-shirt, your 

campaign poster. You may get rich off it. Just tell people how you made the image, or, if you're using 

one from the gallery, where you got it.” (Wordle is registered under Creative Commons Attribution 

license). However on the same webpage he categorically states, that the codes that create the 

visualizations are copyrighted to IBM. He can neither reveal the applet nor can anyone else play 

around with it and tweak it.  

“Many Eyes is a bet on the power of human visual intelligence to find patterns. Our goal is to 

"democratize" visualization and to enable a new social kind of data 

analysis.”(source:www.wordle.net/ ). 



Visual Democracy is a truly ambitious objective. How democratic is Many Eyes in reality? What 

would happen if IBM unpacked the creative monarchy even more and the process of creating 

visualization techniques itself was put out on the table for collaborative contribution? Would that be a 

higher level of democracy? Or would that be too chaotic? Are some skills meant to stay reserved for 

the specialists?   

Thanks to Many Eyes, visualization applications are being freely disseminated and will soon be de 

facto mainstream technology. Communication design has made another shift from craftsman to 

toolmaker. 

 


